Help your patients to keep their new smile with the custom-made retainer Smilers® Fix
Any orthodontic treatment requires a maintaining phase. Without a retainer, even perfectly aligned teeth shift back towards their initial position.

Wearing a retainer after a treatment with aligners helps maintain the new position of the teeth and protects your patient’s new smile.
The Smilers® Fix retainer

The result of a patented system, the Smilers® Fix* retainer finalises your patients’ treatment, combining fixed positioning and an aesthetical result.

Why choose The Smilers® Fix retainer?

- 2 positioning options to choose as per your convenience,
- Fast and easy set up,
- A resistant material,
- A system ensuring that your patients’ teeth are kept firmly and comfortably in position,
- A better oral hygiene for your patient,
- A perfect, maintaining phase for your patients’ orthodontic treatments.

* We recommend a maintaining phase with a 1 mm aligner before the setup of a fixed retainer.
THE POWER OF SMILING

Manufacturer: Biotech Dental Smilers
305, Allées de Craponne
13300 Salon-de-Provence - France

The Smilers® Fix retainers are custom-made medical devices intended to maintain the correction of dental malpositions. Read the instructions carefully. Images are for representation purpose only. Do not throw in public areas. Imprimerie VALLIERE - 163, Avenue du Luxembourg - ZAC des Molières - MIRAMAS.